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Abstract 
In this work, the existence of a unique solution of Volterra-Hammerstein integral equation of the second kind (V-HIESK) is 
discussed. The Volterra integral term (VIT) is considered in time with a continuous kernel, while the Fredholm integral term 
(FIT) is considered in position with a generalized singular kernel. Using a numerical technique, V-HIESK is reduced to a 
nonlinear system of Fredholm integral equations (SFIEs). Using product Nystrom method we have a nonlinear algebraic 
system of equations. Finally, some numerical examples when the kernel takes the logarithmic, and Carleman forms, are 
considered. 
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1. Introduction 
      Many authors have interested in solving the linear and nonlinear integral equation. Baker, in [1], obtained a numerical 
solution for the nonlinear Volterra integral equation  of the second kind, when the kernel takes Abel's function form. 
Golberg, in[2], obtained, numerically, the solution of two-dimensional nonlinear Volterra integral equation by collocation 
and iterated collocation methods. In[3], Dzhuraev, analyzed the existence of asymptotic error expansion of the Nystrom 
solution for two–dimensional nonlinear Fredholm integral  equation of the second kind. Many different cases for the linear 
and nonlinear integral equation with different kernels are discussed and solved by Abdou in [4,5,6]. In [7], Ezzati and 
Najafalizadeh, used Chebyshev polynomials to solve linear and nonlinear Volterra-Fredholm integral equations. Shazad, in 
[8], solved Volterra-Fredholm integral equation by using least squares technique.   
In this work, we consider the V–HIESK  
0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( , ))
t
x t f x t F t k g x g y y y dyd       

                                                          (1) 
The integral equation (1) is considered in time, for VIT and position for FIT. The functions ( ( ) ( ) )k g x g y , F(t, τ ) and 
f(x, t) are given and called the kernel of FIT, VIT and the free term, respectively. The constant μ defines the kind of the 
integral equation and λ is a real parameter (may be complex and has physical meaning). Also, Ω is the domain of 
integration with respect to position, and the time t ∈ [0, T], T < ∞. While ϕ(x, t) is the unknown function to be determined in 
the space L2(Ω)×C[0, T]. 
2. The existence and uniqueness solution of V-HIE with a generalized singular kernel:  
   In this part, successive approximations method and Banach fixed point theorem will be used as sources to prove the 
existence and uniqueness solution of  the integral equation (1)  in the space [ ] [0, ]pL C T  , where , ,f k F and 
are known functions. ( ( ) ( ) )k g x g y is called the generalized kernel of Hammerstein and ( , )F t  is called the 
kernel of Volterra with respect to time. 
 Also, the modified Schauder fixed point theorem will be considered to prove the existence of at least one solution of Eq. 
(1), when the Lipschitz condition is not satisfied.  
2.1 The existence and uniqueness solution using Picard's method :  
   To discuss the existence and uniqueness solution of Eq. (1), we write it in the integral operator form  
1








( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , )
t
W x t F t k g x g y y y dy d      

  
                                                                   (3) 
Also, we assume the following conditions   
a- The kernel of position ( ( ) ( ) ),k g x g y satisfies the discontinuity condition in [ , ]pL a b  
      
1
*{ ( ( ) ( ) ) }
qq






 ( *1,  p c  is a constant) 
b-The kernel of time  ( , ) 0,F t C T  satisfies ( , ) ,F t M  M  is a constant,  , 0, ,0t T t T          
c- The given function ( , )f x t  with its partial derivatives with respect to position x and time t  are continuous in the space 
( ) [0, ]pL C T 
, and its norm is defined as  
                    
1
( ) [0, ] 0
0





L C T t T
f x t f x dx d G 






  ,(G  is a constant) 
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1 ( ) [0, ]0
0





L C Tt T








(2)     1 2 1 2, , ( , ) , , ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )t x x t t x x t N t x x t x t          
where  
               
1
1( ) [0, ] 0
0





L C T t T
N t x N x dx d P 
   

 




Using the method of successive approximations(Picard's method), we set  
 1
0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , ) , ( 1)
t
n nx t f x t F t k g x g y y y dy d n       

    
                            (4) 
with  
0( , ) ( , )x t f x t   
For ease of manipulation, it is convenient to introduce  
 1
( , ) ( , ) ( , )n n nx t x t x t                                                                                                            (5)          
Hence, we get  
              
0
1




x t x t x t f x t  

                                                                          (6) 
From Eq. (1), we obtain 
   1 1 2
0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , ) , , ( , )
t
n n n n
x t x t F t k g x g y y y y y dy d             
  

    
 
with the aid of conditions (b) and (d-2) we have  
 1 1 2
0
( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
t
n n n n
x t x t M k g x g y N y y y dy d         
  

    
 



















    
   
  
 





















    
In the light of the conditions (a) and (d-2), the last inequality reduces to 
*
1( , ) ( , ) , ( ),( 1)n nx t x t Mc QT n

   

  
                                                                        (7)  
When 1n   the inequality (7)  takes the form 
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1( , )x t G                                                                                                                       (8)              
By induction, we have 
 ( , ) , 0,1,...nn x t G n                                                                                                (9) 
Since (9) is obviously true for 0,1,...n  ; then it holds for all n . This bound makes the sequence  ( , )n x t  in (6) 
converges, so we can write    
0
( , ) ( , )i
i
x t x t 


                                                                                                                       (10)         
The series (10) is uniformly convergent since the terms ( , )i x t  are dominated by 
i  and 1i   for  i   .  
To prove that ( , )x t  defined by (10) satisfies Eq. (1), set 
  ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) , ( , ) 0n n n
n
x t x t x t x t 

                                                                                (11) 




( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , )
t
x t f x t F t k g x g y y y dy d

      
 

   
 
   ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , ) ( , ) , , ( , ) .1
0
t
x t F t k g x g y y y y y y dy dn n

          

       

 
Using the conditions (b) and (d-2), and applying  Hölder inequality to Hammerstein integral term, then with the aid of 
condition (a), we obtain 
 
1
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) .1
0
t
x t f x t F t k g x g y y y dy d x t x tn n

       
 
        

(12)  




( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , )
t
x t f x t F t k g x g y y y dy d       

   
 
and is therefore a solution of Eq. (1) .  
To show that ( , )x t  is the only solution of Eq. (1), we assume the existence of another solution ( , )x t , then  
   ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) , , ( , ) , , ( , ) ,
0
t
x t x t F t k g x g y y y y y dy d

           

    

   
Using the conditions (b) and (d-2) and applying  Hölder inequality to Hammerstein integral term, then in view of the 
condition (a), the above inequality can be adapted in the form 
        ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )x t x t x t x t                                                                                          (13) 
Since 1  , then the inequality (13) is true only if ( , ) ( , )x t x t    ; that is, the solution of Eq. (1) is unique.  
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3.  System of nonlinear integral equations with a generalized singular kernel in 
position 
Consider the Volterra-Hammerstein integral equation with a generalized kernel (1) of the second kind.                            
We use a numerical technique to reduce the V-FIE (1) to a nonlinear system of Fredholm integral equations of the second 
kind.                                                                                                                         
 Divided the interval
 
as where  then we get:  
0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( , ))
it
i i ix t f x t F t k g x g y y y dyd       

                                                  (14) 
Using the quadrate formula, the Volterra integral term in (14) becomes 
00
( , ) ( , , ( , )) ( , ) ( , , ( , )) ( , )
it i
i j i j j i
j
F t y y d w F t y t y t R x t        

                                                  (15) 
The values of i and the order of the truncation error  are depending on the number of derivatives of  for all 
 with respect to t  and the wj are the weights  
 Using (14) in (13), we have 
0
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , , ( , )) ( )
i
i i j i j j i
j
x t f x t w F t k g x g y y y dy R x      
 
                               (16) 
Formula (16) can be adapted in the general form:  
0
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ( )) ( ) ( ),
i
i j ij j i i
j
x w F k g x g y y y dy f x R x   
 
                                                     (17) 
where,  
.                                                                           
Formula (17) can be written in the form: 
*( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ( )) ( ),i i i ix k g x g y y y dy x    







( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ( )) ,   .
i
i i i j i j j i i i i
j
x f x R x w F k g x g y y y dy w F     

 
                              (19)  
Formula (18) leads us to say that, we have n unknown functions corresponding to the interval when 
 this is a system of Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, if it is of the first kind.               
4.  The product NystrÖm method   
In this section, we present the product Nystrom method [9] and [10] to obtain the numerical solution of the SFIFs of the 
second kind. Consider the integral equation,                   
( ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ( )) ( )
a
a
x p g x g y k g x g y y y dy x    

                                                            (20) 
when the kernel (| ( ) ( ) |)k g x g y  is singular within the range of integration. We can often factor out the singularity in 
(| ( ) ( ) |)k g x g y by writing                                                                                                     
[0, ],0 ,T t T   0 10 ... ,nt t t T     ,it t 0,1,2,..., ,i n
iR ( , )F t 
[0, ],T 
( , ) ( ),  ( , ) ,  i i i j ij i ix t x F t F x y    
( )i x [0, ],T
0,const   0 
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 ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ) ( ) ),k g x g y p g x g y k g x g y                                                                                 (21) 
where p and k are respectively badly behaved and well behaved functions of their arguments,    respectively, ( )x is 
the unknown function.                                                                                                    




  and N is even. We 
approximate the integral term by a product integration form of Simpsons rule, when ,ix x we write                                 
                                                                                                                                 
2 2
2
( 2) / 2
0 0




ij i j j i i
j j y
w k g x g y y y p g x g y k g x g y y y dy   

 
                         
(22) 
where ijw are the weights. Following the same way of  Delves and Mohamed [10], we have                                            
,0 1 ,2 1 1
,2 1 , 2
( )                                ,            2 ( )
( ) ( )             ,           ( )           
i i i j j i
i j j i j i i N N i
w y w y







                                                                   (23) 








( ) ( 1) ( ( ) ( ), ( )) ,
(2 )
( ( ))
( ) ( 1)( 2) ( ( ) ( ), ( )) ,
(2 )
j i j i
j i j i
g h
y p g y g h g y d
g h
g h
y p g y g h g y d
g h
    












( ) (2 ) ( ( ) ( ), ( )) .
(2 )
j i j i
g h
y p g y g h g y d
g h
      
                                                                (24) 
Here, in (24), we introduce the variable 2 2( ) ( ) ( ),  0 2jg y g y g h     . Therefore, the system (22) has a 
solution:                                                                                                                                                 
1[ ]                          I W                                                                                                         (25) 
where I is the identity matrix, and  0I W   . 
5. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the nonlinear algebraic system 
In this part, the existence of a unique solution of the nonlinear algebraic system (23), will be proved. So, we prove the 
following lemma and theorem. 
Lemma 1 ( without proof) 








  of Eq. (23), i.e.  
,
0










i j i j




   
We assume that the badly behaved kernel ( ( ), ( ))p g x g y  of Eq. (20) satisfies the conditions  
( ( ), ( ) ,
a
a
p g x g y dy L

                                                                                                                           (26) 
lim ( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( )) 0;     , [ , ]
i i
a
i i i i
x x
a
p g x g y p g x g y dx x x a a


                                                           (27) 
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Theorem 1: 
The nonlinear algebraic system of  (23), when i   is bounded and has a unique solution in Banach space 
  (   is 
the set of all continuous functions ), where sup ,j
j
  under the following conditions  
1)  sup ,     (  is a constant ).i
i









w k g x g y H H

   
3) The known set elements ( , ( )),jh jh   for constants 1 2,  S S S S   satisfies the conditions  
(a) 1sup ( , ( )) .
j
jh jh S      
(b) 2sup ( , ( )) ( , ( )) ,    sup ,   .j
j
jh jh jh jh S j           
Now, to prove this theorem, we must consider the following lemmas : 
Lemma 2 ( without proof): 







  is uniformly convergent to a continuous set ( ).ix  
Lemma 3 ( without proof): 
The set of elements 1{ ( )}
N
i ix   represent a unique solution of  nonlinear algebraic system (22). 
Definition 1 : 
The estimate local error 
( ) ( )NN iR x  of the product NystrÖm method, is given by  
   
( )
0
( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( , ( )) ( , ) ( , ( )) ,
a i
N
N i i ij i j i N j
ja
R x k g x g y y y dy w k x x x x   

                                    (28)  
 Also, it can be determined using the following formula  
( )
0
( ) ( ( ) ( ) )( ( , ( )) ( , ( )) ( ).
i
N
i i N ij i j j j j N j N i
j
w k g x g x x x x x R x     

                                         (29) 
Definition 1 : 
The product NystrÖm method is said to be convergent of order r , in [ , ],a a  if for n  sufficiently large, there exist a 
constant 0D   independent of n  such that  
( ) ( ) .rnx x Dn 
                                                                                                                    (30)   
6. Numerical examples 
In this section, we apply the product NystrÖm method, to obtain the numerical solution of the V-HIESK with a generalized 
singular kernel using Maple10 program. This leads to the required approximate solution of the V-FIESK (1) when the 
kernel k(|g(x)−g(y)|) takes the forms of Carleman function, and logarithmic form. 
6.1 Application for a Generalized Carleman Kernel 
Example 1: Consider the integral equation: 
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( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ,           (0 ; 1)
t
kx t f x t x y y dyd t T x

     


       
    The product NystrÖm method is used to get the numerical solution for values of    = 1, at the times t[0,0.03], t[0,0.6], 
with  = 0.2500 , and 0.31579 , and we divided the position interval by N = 21 units, and 0 < v < 1/2 , v is called Poisson 
ratio. 
the exact solution  
Case1 :  = 0.2500,  = 0.1: 
Table (1) 
Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 











































































Case2 :  = 0.31579,  = 0.12:  
Table (2) 
Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 















































































( , ) ( , ) sin( ) sin( ) ( , ) ,        
t
kx t f x t x y y dyd

     


    
5 6( , ) .x t x t 
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The values of  = 1, at the times t[0 , 0.006], t[0 , 0.03],  with = 0.111111, 0.13636, and we divided the position interval 
by  N = 21 units. Exact solution                  
Case1 :  = 0.111111 ,  = 0.05:  
Table (3) 
Nonlinear (k=3) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 











































































Case2 :  = 0.13636 ,  = 0.06:  
Table (4) 
Nonlinear (k=3) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 











































































6.2  Application for a Generalized  logarithmic kernel.                                




( , ) ( , ) ln ( , ) ,        
t
kx t f x t x y y dyd     

    
The product NystrÖm method is used to get approximate solution for values of   = 1,   = 0.25, 0.6666666667, t[0,0.03], 
t[0 , 0.6] and N = 21. Exact solution        
Case1 :  = 0.25:  
( , ) sin( ).x t t x 
5 6( , ) .x t x t 
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Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 











































































Case2 :  = 0.6666666667:  
Table (6) 
Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 
















































































( , ) ( , ) ln ( , ) ,     
t
x y kx t f x t e e y dyd     

    




5 3( , ) .xx t e t 
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Case1 :  = 0.001:  
Table (7) 
Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 











































































Case2 :  = 0.01:  
Table (8) 
Nonlinear (k=2) Linear (k=1) 
Exact sol. x T 













































































 (1) Due to the kernel of Carleman and logarithmic kernels, when the values of λ and υ are increasing and the values of the 
time T kept fixed, the error is increasing, where the atomic bond between the particles of the material is increasing. 
(2) When the values of time T are increasing and the values of λ, υ and N kept fixed, the error is increasing. 
(3) For linear and nonlinear case, the result error increase as well as the values of T increases for different of λ, υ. 
(4) The error for linear case is smaller than nonlinear case, for different values λ, υ. 
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